
CASE STUDY

CUSTOMER: Buffalo Builders, Inc.
PROJECT: Subway Restaurant at the Monte Carlo 
Resort and Casino
LOCATION: Las Vegas, NV

PROJECT SPECS
• 908 sq. ft. of 10' and 12' walls
• Single-door kit
• Additional single-door frame

McCAIN WALLS SOLUTIONS
• Temporary structure for Subway    
    restaurant
• Adapted walls into a ceiling for lighting 
   and HVAC needs
• Sturdy, smooth surface for Subway 
   signage
• Single-door access to the casino gaming area

McCain Walls have given contractors like Buffalo Builders 
opportunities to save time and money for their businesses and 
customers.

Buffalo Builders has used McCain Walls multiple times on several 
Las Vegas casino renovation projects.

PROJECT DETAILS
For this case, McCain Walls were used as a long-term solution 
for a temporary Subway restaurant while construction of a new 
Subway restaurant at the Monte Carlo Resort and Casino goes 
underway.

An interim Subway locale was created using 908 sq. ft. of modular 
walls of 10’ and 12’ tall panels, including a single-door kit and 
single-door frame.

To meet the restaurant’s requirements, Buffalo Builders modified 
McCain Walls by engineering a substrate to incorporate HVAC, 
electrical, and plumbing. They also applied tile, vinyl, and signage 
to the surfaces.

Reconfigured wall panels served as ceiling panels that supported 
lighting and HVAC.

END RESULTS
A flexible and versatile modular design proved that McCain Walls 
could be reused and customized to meet the needs of this unique 
project.

Buffalo Builders found a solution, making necessary changes 
during a temporary restaurant build.

While the new Subway restaurant is under construction, the 
temporary Subway locale will continue to generate revenue.

The McCain Walls system was delivered on time, 
reduced our overall construction schedule, and 
installation was easy, quick, and clean. Our owners and 
customers were very impressed, and we have reused 
McCain walls several times already, making it very cost 
effective as well.

-Tom Sturgis, Supervisor
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